The third aac race took place last weekend from 23. - 24.7. For the first time the event was
held in the serbian city Novi Sad. The race was visited well by about 50 drivers. Some
races on sunday were broadcast on TV live from Novi Sad city beach. An impressing
fireshow and bubbles made the award ceremony unique in AAC history.

Hot Products Junior Ski Stock
The jetski-youngsters finished both races with exact the same results. Terezie
Prochazkova, the cute little czech, won both runs followed by the hungarians Barnabas
Szabo and Alex-Bendeguz D'Ess. Terezie and Barnabas are also leading the overall
ranking. Thomas Havlin (CZE), twice on fourth place, made it to overall third position
because Saif al Falasi from Dubai couldn't race injured.

Expert Ski Ladies
Pija Sumer (SLO), leading the European championship, finished twice unbeaten and won
first place overall. Clearly second was only 13 year old Terezie Prochazkova (CZE). Third
place was hard-fought between the Austrian Martina Dusswald and Joanna Borgström
from Sweden. Finally both finished equal on points. Overall lead remains with Terezie,
followed by Pija who now is only 13 points behind. The Italian title contender Marta
Sorrentino, who got injured in Weitenegg, was not able to defend second place.
.

JetSkiZone Pro Am Freestyle
Again the Slovenian brothers Rok and Nac Florjancic improved their skills. Together with
Albert van Heijningen from the Netherlands they delighted the spectators with sensational
tricks. At the end of the day Rok managed to win with eight backflips in a row and his
incredible "one handed-and one-footed Backflip" followed by his brother Nac. Nevertheless
Albert van Heijningen is leading overall due to his constant output during the last AAC
races.

Wave Pro Ski G.P.
The supreme discipline was strongly embattled that weekend. Tomaz Kete (SLO) scored
60 points just ahead of the Italian Michele Napoli and Markus Erlach (AUT). After technical
troubles during the first run, the young Austrian Kevin Reiterer victoriously finished the
second one. Napoli, Erlach and Kete were positioned second, third and fourth. Finally
Michele "Mamio" Napoli stood on top of winners' podium but the Slovenian Kete and then
the Austrian Erlach were close behind.
After the GP-races the overall ranking remains thrillingly likewise: Reiterer 312, Kete 310,
Erlach 244 and Napoli 225.

Pro AM Runabout GP
The strongest class was clearly won by the Hungarian György Kasza on his Yamaha with
Seadoo motor. Although his compatriot Gergö Jaranyi had bad starts he made it to second
place. Mario Lamy from Slovakia, Tomas Pazler from Czech Republic and Simon Ferenc
from Hungary fought for third place. Only 4 points are in-between these racers. At the end
of the race Simon was the lucky one and so he completed the Hungarian winners' podium.
Again the overall ranking is exciting: György only two points ahead of Lamy.

All drivers enjoy a little break until the next race takes place at the end of August (27. 28.08.2011) in Gersekarat (Hungary). www.jetpark.hu
Several AAC racer also participate at the European Championship in Belgium from 12. 14. August 2011.

